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When I was a child I got to spend my summers in Newfoundland, Canada, with
my grandparents. I had a small perch on a cliff, jutting out over jagged rocks and
overlooking the ocean. The days were long and the rules were simple- home by
sundown and church on Sundays. A decade later, I found myself sitting on a roof in
Pittsburgh, amidst a global pandemic, with my legs hanging in the air, thinking back to
my childhood throne. As a child, all I had to do to survive was not fall; now, however, it
felt like life was trying to push me off my seat from every direction. Jobs and money, my
sister’s recent stint with rehab and immediate relapse, my mom’s breast cancer- all of
these like claws tearing away at my being. Traumas with men left me feeling like it was
me against the world; feeling doubted and underestimated as a young woman in the
man’s world of glass and sculpture had me questioning myself and my decisions. And,
of course, we were two weeks into the largest global crisis I had ever witnessed. In that
moment I felt whittled away compared to the child I had once been. I felt just as jagged
as the rocks I used to never worry about impaling myself on. These memories were an
even decade apart, but in that moment on my roof I felt as if I had aged a lifetime. I felt
like my mind had been eroded into a completely new landscape, so I focused on my
anxieties and began to ask questions- questions which ultimately led to the
development of my thesis.
As I continued on, several ideas took root in my thoughts and began to expand
into what would be the key elements I considered when creating this exhibition. I
thought of how the mind and body are tied together, and what the body would look like if
it could show evidence of the life it had lived, the same way I feel my own experiences
weigh on my mind every day. I thought about what would be left at the end of a life,
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what a figure would look like if we could be eroded like a landscape. I thought of people
who constantly burnt the candle at both ends, trying to squeeze every second out of the
day, and imagined there would be almost none of them left. I thought of people who are
always borrowing time from tomorrow, and imagined they were being consumed by a
ravenous pit from within. Lastly, I was always left with one question. Would it be better
to be cautious and reserved, and left with a whole, pristine figure at the end of your life?
Or would it be better to live life ferociously, taking everything and anything on, and be
left with nothing but your memories at the end?
In my search for answers, I made work. All that Remains, is a physical
representation of what I imagine would remain of various figures at the end of their lives.
This body of work speaks to my relationship with the world around me and the effects
people and my environment have on me. In All that Remains I aim to show the
degradation of the human form over time, but to also emphasize the beauty and
resilience of what we are left with.
I have chosen to use glass to convey this idea in All that Remains because glass
exists as a material of contradiction and is a useful tool for metaphor in narrative work.
The delicacy of blown forms can be used to emphasize fragility, where cast forms are
generally much more massive and insinuate strength. When cast and blown forms are
shown together their differences become heightened. These material dualities hold
metaphorical resonance and speak to what I consider the dualities of life. Strong and
fragile, transparent and opaque, mass and space, push and pull, manic and depressivemy world has always been defined by extremes.
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Equally as important as materiality, the process of abstraction is key in this body
of work. Abstraction is somewhat but not endlessly variable, and in this body of work I
employ it in two ways. In some cases I work referentially, starting with a figurative form
and then editing away what I consider to be excess information until I am left with the
core essence of that form. It exists as an echo of its former body, giving the viewer just
enough information to pass it off as figurative. The other method of abstraction
employed here is rooted in material inquiry, during which I am engaging in a
conversation with the material as I work. In this style of working I may begin the process
with an outcome in mind, but as I work the ‘conversation’ that I have with the material is
taken out of my control. Rather than dictate the chain of decisions leading to the
finalization of that piece, I allow myself to step away from control and instead respond to
the glass in each moment. This makes each of these pieces a physical representation
of the conversation I was having with the material and processes that day.
As I developed my own approach to abstraction, I often looked to one of my main
influences, Eva Hesse. She worked in open opposition to what were the sculptural
‘norms’ at the time, using nontraditional materials like latex and fiberglass, leaving
evidence of mold materials, and all together creating work that was not comparable to
anything that had come before it. Hesse used these materials to work through her own
questions and frustrations, with themes like feminism, vulnerability, and the psychology.
She isolated what visual information was needed to relay an idea or thought and boiled
the excess out of her sculptures.1 Her forms and designs were layered with content and
meaning, despite their often simple fabrication. I try to apply the same sentiment in my
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own making- reducing my figures by carving and ripping away at them until I am left with
the bare essentials. In doing so, I feel, the concept driving the sculpture takes on a more
active role, filling in for the information which has been taken away.
The first series I will discuss is a group of eleven blown glass sculptures. The
Saudade series2 is a collection of hollow forms. Being made of blown glass they are
exceptionally fragile, and each form speaks to delicacy. The Saudade series is named
for the feeling of melancholy that is attributed to the Portuguese people for their longing
to be on the water when they are home, or their longing to be home when they are on
the water. I feel my own melancholy and anxiety when I think of the crossroads I will
soon be facing as a woman maker. Do I slow down and start a family, or do I focus on
my career and hope that the rest just fall into place? There is a very defined window
during which it is biologically advisable to have children, and sometimes it feels as if
there is no good answer.
I started making the individual blown forms that compromise the Saudade series
at the conception of my hyper awareness of this timeline two years ago. It has become
almost obsessive, making these forms every week. The forms themselves have evolved
and changed over time, as have I, showing variation in repetition. They exist as a
physical timeline of my decision to continue on this path. A decision to continue on in
the studio, to keep devoting my time to my career. A decision to put off seeking a family,
even if just for another day. Each form represents a lost moment in the parallel life that I
am actively choosing not to live, bringing to mind questions of what that moment in time
would have looked like had I chosen the other path.
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Though I continue to make this decision I often still wonder if it is best, or if one
day I will regret my chosen path. In an effort to convey these anxieties I have riddled my
Saudade series with gaping holes. Some are vaginal, some emulate other orifices, and
all have been ripped open to expose the inside of these seedlike forms. The holes have
several functionalities to them. They create a tension between the internal and external
space, and create something between the comfort of being wholly open or wholly
closed. The internal space is neither completely protected nor revealed, instead giving
viewers only glimpses inside.
As I drew from my personal and emotional experiences to make this series, I
frequently referenced one of my favorite artists, Louise Bourgeois, in my readings.
Bourgeois was the first example I had of channeling anger, angst, and frustrations into
art. She became my guide to using my own emotions as I learned to channel what was
formerly destructive energy into my studio practice. Studying her has informed much of
the language surrounding my practice as much as it has my studio presence. Her
unapologetic use of intensely personal content in her work gave me the confidence to
use my own experiences, especially here in the Saudade series.
The softness and delicacy of the Saudade forms is heightened by being
displayed alongside the Der Kern des Wesens3 series. The cavernous sculptures in Der
Kern des Wesens emulate portions of the human body, or what I imagine would remain
of them if the experiences of our lives wore away at the physical body the way it does
the mind. If, for example, every time my competency is questioned for being a young
woman rather than my experience in the field, a piece of my body flaked away the same
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way it used to chip away at my confidence. I aim to capture this here, and to give a
physical body to this passage of time.
The pocked surface present on the outside of these sculptures speaks to decay
and the degradation of a body, and the precariousness with which each glass piece is
placed in its stand creates tension. There is a push and pull between the apprehension
of an eaten away surface and the concern that is generated by the anxiety of the glass
in its stands. This same push and pull is mirrored in my own life, as my experiences
both wear away at me and simultaneously accumulate on my conscience.
“Der Kern des Wesens” translates into “The Core of Being,” and these kiln cast
sculptures are meant to emulate the hard shell that I imagine will remain after a lifetime
of doubt and underestimation eats away at my softness and vulnerability. When faced
with the harassment and violence that women still experience on a regular basis it
seems natural that the mind will harden and walls will go up against the world. But the
mind and the body are connected, so what happens to the body? I think of the mental
walls which are erected to preserve sanity and imagine the same happening for the
body- all of my softness and vulnerability being replaced by hard lines and rough edges.
As walls go up and armor develops, there is something lost, though. Lost connection
with the rest of the world, lost vulnerability and empathy, lost potential for human
connection.
Being made of glass, these figures may be perceived as fragile by the viewer.
Fragile bodies delicately placed in their perches, with a beautiful sheen on the inside to
bring the viewer in for a closer look. However, glass is a strong, durable material–an
industrial material, even bullet-proof when thick enough. These cast figures, held up by
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their steel bases, are not so fragile. They appear to be the remnants of a larger body,
left behind after life eroded away the softer parts. These are the parts that survived. The
metallic surface inside of the figures is a mirror, obscured by the texture of the sculpture.
This is intended to invite the viewer in for a closer look, much like a functional mirror
would, activating the space for the viewer without allowing them to see themself in it.
Compared to the supple delicacy of the blown figures or the brittle fragility of the
kiln cast forms Bergwätcher4 is the whole, solid mass that remains unscathed by life.
Translating into “Mountain Sentinel”, the sheer mass emulates strength and gives it a
very physically grounded presence. There is a large, yonic hole in the middle of the
figure, made all the more noticeable by the juxtaposition of such extreme mass next to a
void. The front and sides of the sculpture has much of the sandy mold material present,
allowing glimpses of blue glass and light to peek through. Around the back, however,
the surface is perfectly polished, with rivulets of glass melted into the surface. There is
an intended moment of reveal for the viewer, when seeing this side of the piece. The
optics of the polished side invite the viewer in, and upon closer view there are many
layers of depth throughout Bergwätcher. The roughness of the mold material in contrast
to the polished surface of the work speaks metaphorically to the dualities present in
everyday life.
As I made these sculptures I frequently looked to one of my mian influences,
Barabara Hepworth. Hepworth abstracts the figure to a degree which makes the
sculpture both minimal and very formal, but to me they still seem very intimate. Her use
of patinas and holes within the figure create personal moments among what would
otherwise be an entirely formal sculpture. This intersection of formal work that still draws
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the viewer in for a close, singular relationship is one which I hope to achieve in my own
work. Hepworth’s sculptures use large, formal shapes that rarely give any indication to
what part of the figure they are meant to be. Her Figure for Landscape5 depicts a large,
monolithic bronze that has been hollowed out and has several large holes, revealing the
hollow interior space. All of the holes have been placed in a way which accentuates the
form, drawing the eye up and around the sculpture. The holes in the front and back of
the piece are offset, creating a foreground, midground, and background. I have utilized
this same approach in my Der Kern des Wesens series. Where I have placed smaller
holes I am giving the viewer an obstructed view of the internal void while also grounding
the foreground. Where I have completely opened a wall of the figure I am inviting the
viewer to take a closer look at the internal void, bringing to mind questions like what had
been there before, and how was it removed? This emphasis on the internal voids of
these sculptures creates a more dynamic composition than I feel a completely solid
work has.
In instances where Hepworth has not hollowed out her figures she often
combines linear elements and geometric shapes among the fluid, organic shapes she is
known for. Where she does include a void she will often emphasize the space around
the void, be that by carving that space out, patinaing it differently than the rest of the
sculpture, and by adding a linear element with string or wire. Her sculpture Two Forms
(Divided Circle)6 is another large scale bronze cast. Here the polished emphasis on the
space around the opening is another approach to creating a foreground, midground,
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and background in the piece. Without creating the midground the main form and the
hole would have a flattened, two dimensional appearance to them. This is another tactic
I employed in this body of work in Bergwätcher. Rather than having a flat, two
dimensional hole bring the eye through the opening and around the back of the piece, I
have carved away at the surface around it, allowing the sculpture to slope inwards
towards itself.
Another sculpture in All that Remains, Freefall,7 has almost as much visual mass
as Bergwätcher, but hangs lightly in the air and rests above eye level. The internal
space is meant to invite the viewer to walk up to it and look upwards, allowing them to
regard this sculpture on a very personal scale. The glass was pulled out of the furnace
molten, hot-cast into a mold and then slumped over a form. Slumping the glass this way
allowed the glass to freeze in a state of movement, captured here in the sculpture. This
sculpture is suspended from the ceiling using a metal harness which cradles the form.
The cradling and suspension of the piece are meant to create a sense of freedom and
security, like I used to feel when I was young. There is freedom in hanging, with space
surrounding the form in all directions. There is security in the cradle, which hugs the
form snugly.
Made by the same process as Freefall, Personal Landscape8 is a horizontal
piece, displayed just below eye level. Frozen in a similar state of movement, Personal
Landscape mimics both a feminine figure laid down as well as a riverine landscape.
Looking down at this prone figure, compared to the other rigid, upright sculptures in the
show, the viewer may encounter a moment of vulnerability. This parallels Manet’s
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Olympia9- a vulnerable moment for the onlooker, offset by the prostitute’s agency as she
stares back at the viewer from the painting. Here, in Personal Landscape, the
vulnerability comes from looking down on a prone, feminine form and the returned gaze
is the process and material. The surface on this cast piece of glass and steel base does
not suggest softness; while the curves are feminine, the edges are still hard. Bringing
back, again, contradictions in perception, I have intentionally utilized a hard, industrial
material to create flowing, bodily forms.
In addition to the sculptures, this exhibition also includes two paintings, Figure 110
and Figure 211. Done in ink on aluminum foil, the texture utilized here works in
conversation with the pocked surface of the Der Kern des Wesens series. These
paintings are the expanded versions of two of the most frequently drawn forms in my
sketchbook. Figure 1 is more directly representational, and I feel that when shown
together with Figure 2 they give context to how I arrive at my non representational
forms.
I made All that Remains as a method of working through personal traumas and
anxieties. Making these sculptures has made me realize that this line of inquiry- what
remains at the end of our lives, is it better to burn the candle at both ends now, or save
your stamina for later, is it better to be a whole figure at the end of your life, or to be
whittled away by a life rich with experiences?- has been an autobiographical one. I did
not realize, at the conception of this project, that I would be drawing from such intensely
personal experiences. Nor did I realize, then, that I would undergo major trauma which
would impact my language surrounding this work and what it meant to me. I suppose I
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haven’t found real answers to my questions, only more questions, but making this work
has brought me an element of peace. I think that there is beauty in what is left when
excess is taken away, in a sterile sense. It makes me think of strength and survival, and
the Robert Frost quote “...the best way out is always through.”12 What is left, when you
finally make it ‘out,’ but the strongest, most essential parts of your core being?
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Figure 1a.
Saudade series, blown glass, 2022
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Figure 1b.
Saudade series, blown glass, 2022
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Figure 2a.
Der Kern des Wesens series, kiln cast glass and steel, 2022
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Figure 2b.
Der Kern des Wesens series, kiln cast glass and steel, 2022 (detail)
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Figure 3a.
Bergwätcher, sand cast glass and steel, 2022
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Figure 3b.
Bergwätcher, sand cast glass and steel, 2022 (detail)
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Figure 4.
Dame Barbara Hepworth, Figure for Landscape, 1959-60, bronze, 2693 x 1370 x
740 mm (Tate Museum)
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Figure 5.
Dame Barbara Hepworth, Two Forms (Divided Circle), 1969, bronze on bronze
base, 2370 x 2340 x 543 mm (Tate Museum)
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Figure 6.
Freefall, wood cast glass and steel, 2021
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Figure 7.
Personal Landscape, wood cast glass and steel, 2021
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Figure 8.
Édouard Manet, Olympia, 1863, oil on canvas, 130 x 190 cm (Musée d’Orsay,
Paris) (photo: Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
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Figure 9.
Figure 1, ink on aluminum foil, 2022
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Figure 10.
Figure 2, ink on aluminum foil, 2022
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